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Character Building Profile 
 
To create strong characters you have to get to know them. What is this character’s weakness, 
strength, socioeconomic status, place in the family and much more.  
 
The first point you need to cover is where will this character be in this world?  
 
Video games  
Story/comic book 
Animation 
Advertisement 
Brand mascot  
Boardgame  
Figurines and Toys  
 
This is all emportant inforamtion to focus on but in this course we are mostly exploring 
characters for Story/comic book and Animation.  
 
Sometimes you receive a script and you think you have no freedom to explore the character…. 
Believe me there is always room to give a character you didn’t create dymantion! Use the 
information provided as a starting point consult with your art director or client on your character 
sheet and see what they think..  
 
Duplicate the form and use one for each character to help you learn 
more before you move on to your visual exploration with ease.  
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Basic Character Questions 
First name 
Nicknames 
Age: 
  
Physical / Appearance 
Build? 
Hair colour: 
Hair style: 
Eye colour: 
Eye Shape: 
Glasses or contact lenses: 
Distinguishing facial features:  
Which facial feature is most prominent: 
Which bodily feature is most prominent: 
Other distinguishing features: 
Skin: 
Hands: 
Make up: 
Scars: 
Birthmarks: 
Physical handicaps: 
Type of clothes: 
Race / Ethnicities: 
Are they in good health: 
Do they have any disabilities: 
  
Personality 
What words or phrases do they overuse: 
Do they have a catchphrase: 
Are they more optimistic or pessimistic: 
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Are they introverted or extroverted: 
What bad habits do they have: 
What makes them laugh out loud: 
How do they display affection: 
Mental handicaps: 
How do they want to be seen by others: 
How do they see themselves: 
How are they seen by others: 
Strongest character trait: 
Weakest character trait: 
How competitive are they: 
Do they make snap judgements or take time to consider: 
How do they react to praise: 
How do they react to criticism: 
What is their greatest fear: 
What are their biggest secrets: 
What is their philosophy of life: 
When was the last time they cried: 
What will they stand up for: 
Who do they quote: 
Are they indoorsy or outdoorsy: 
What sense do they most rely on: 
How do they treat people better than them: 
How do they treat people worse than them: 
What quality do they most value in a friend: 
What do they consider an overrated virtue: 
If they could change one thing about themselves, what would it be: 
What is their obsession: 
What are their pet peeves: 
What are their idiosyncrasies: 
  
Friends and Family 
Is their family big or small? Who does it consist of? 
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What is their perception of family: 
Do they have siblings? Older or younger: 
Describe their best friend.: 
Ideal best friend: 
Describe their other friends.: 
Describe their acquaintances.: 
Do they have any pets: 
Who are their natural allies: 
Who are their surprising allies: 
  
Past and Future 
What was your character like as a baby? As a child: 
Did they grow up rich or poor: 
Did they grow up nurtured or neglected: 
What is the most offensive thing they ever said: 
What is their greatest achievement: 
What are their ambitions: 
What advice would they give their younger self: 
What smells remind them of their childhood? 
What was their childhood ambition: 
What is their best childhood memory: 
What is their worst childhood memory: 
Did they have an imaginary childhood friend: 
When was the last time they were crushed with disappointment: 
What past act are they most ashamed of: 
What past act are they most proud of: 
Has anyone ever saved their life: 
Strongest childhood memory: 
  
  
Conflict 
How do they respond to a threat: 
Are they most likely to fight with their fists or their tongue: 
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What is your character’s kryptonite: 
If your character could only save one thing from their burning house, what would it be: 
How do they perceive strangers: 
What do they love to hate: 
What are their phobias: 
What living person do they most despise: 
Have they ever been bullied or teased: 
Where do they go when they’re angry: 
Who are their enemies and why: 
  
Work, Education and Hobbies 
What are their hobbies: 
Educational background: 
Intelligence level: 
Do they have any specialist training: 
Do they have a natural talent for something: 
Do they play a sport? Are they any good: 
What is their socioeconomic status: 
  
Favourites 
What is their favourite animal: 
Which animal to they dislike the most: 
What place would they most like to visit: 
What is the most beautiful thing they’ve ever seen: 
What is their favourite song: 
Music, art, reading preferred: 
What is their favourite colour: 
What is their password: 
Favourite food: 
What is their favourite work of art: 
Who is their favourite artist: 
What is their favourite day of the week: 
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Possessions 
What is in their fridge: 
What is on their bedside table: 
What is in their bin: 
What is in their pockets: 
What is their most treasured possession: 
  
  
Values 
What is their view of ‘freedom’: 
When did they last lie: 
What’s their view of lying: 
When did they last make a promise: 
Did they keep or break their last promise: 
  
Daily life 
What are their eating habits: 
Do they have any allergies: 
Describe their home: 
Are they minimalist or a clutter hoarder: 
  
Miscellaneous 
What is their character archetype:  
Who is their hero: 
What or who would your character dress up as for Halloween: 
Are they comfortable with technology: 
If they could call one person for help, who would it be: 
What is their greatest extravagance: 
What is their greatest regret: 
What is their perception of redemption: 
What is their favourite fairytale: 
What fairytale do they hate: 
Do they believe in happy ending: 
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What is their idea of perfect happiness 
What sport do they excel at: 
What sport do they suck at: 
If they could have a superpower, what would they choose: 
 
 
Assignment  

1. Save this file with the character’s name or title for example, 
Key-Character-profile-building-Layal-Idriss 

2. Go through all the questions and delete the ones that are not 
applicable to your character and add whatever you see fit.  

3. Complete this file for each character that you choose and share 
it on slack before week #1 

 
Good Luck :)  
 
Join the week#1 group on Slack and discuss your options and 
thoughts. We are all in this together.  
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